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The Berry Picker

By: Atlanta-Marinna Summer Grant

As an Iroquois woman who grew up on the traditional territories of the Mississaugas of the
Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Ojibwe, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat peoples and a present
guest on the ancestral and unceded traditional territories of the xwməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam),
Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil- Waututh) peoples, I acknowledge
the land and those who have cared for the land since the beginning and continue to protect it
today. This acknowledgement is part of my commitment to the struggle against systems of
oppression that have dispossessed Indigenous peoples from their land since contact.
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small strawberry thumping in the palm of my hand,

I wrap my hands around my ribcage 
spread my ribs wide open, place it inside.

thump.

my own little heartbeat.

thump.

in time with the current of the river.

I breathe in the syrupy sweetness 

I am still here. 

I place my hand to the soil. 

thump.

pick the seeds out of my teeth,

take a deep breath.

dive headfirst into the water.

splash 1

1 Grant, A. (2021a). splash.
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Abstract

The ‘Berry Picker’ is an essay/storybook that documents my personal journey towards

learning about my Indigenous ancestry and reclaiming culture. Two stories are interwoven within

the body of this chapter. The first, told through my own poetry and stories, follows a little girl

who has berries2 for friends, as they teach her about her Huron-Wendat ancestry and how to

honour their teachings of reciprocity and gratitude. The second, making up the bulk of this paper,

is noted through my academic journey as a graduate research student, through my studies around

Indigenous knowledge (specifically, biocultural heritage), Indigenous food sovereignty and food

‘cycling’.3 The lens of food (Indigenous food histories and sacred/ceremonial teachings) has

become a powerful tool of empowerment towards reclaiming culture as I began learning about

the complexities of Indigenous knowledge within the parameters of an industrial North American

food system, and the current non-relational mindset it supports. This is a living piece as I

rediscover who I am as an Indigenous woman. Every letter, every word, a moving river of

discovery through the teachings our land creates.

Foreword & Acknowledgments:

3 Food ‘cycling’ is a term that will be used throughout this paper. This is a term that has been used in
circular economy narratives (Lu & Halog, 2020) to describe the food nutrient cycle occurring in a particular
ecosystem (Keys et al., 1935) and in reference to individual consumers food waste journey i.e., purchase to disposal
(Setti et al., 2018). However, in my research and throughout this paper, this term is to honour the life cycle of the
plants, animals etc. we utilize for survival and consumption as an opposing term to food ‘waste’.  This will be
broken down and discussed further on p. 17.

2 Berries, as my metaphorical truth, are woven throughout this paper, illustrating the various teachings they
have taught me as a child, centred around kindness and compassion towards everything that is grown on the Earth.
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Food, at the epicentre of human survival, holds centuries of medicinal, spiritual, and

sacred teachings for Indigenous peoples. Creations grown from the land to all the inhabitants

who walk along our Earth; humans, animals, plants, land, water, and spirit are all viewed as

interdependent and in relationship to and with each other (Wilson, 2004). My present and

ongoing work emphasizes that through this relational lens, the Indigenous ontology of life

ensures anything produced and created by the land, such as food, deserves careful stewardship

and respect. Conversely, by valuing food solely for its market value, the colonial

commercialization of our foodways has disrupted these relational ways of being and food cycling

practices. Non-relational thinking about food has created a destructive path around its handling

and care, that among its social consequences, is contributing to climate change and

environmental degradation. Redistributing food waste or food ‘cycling’ (the distribution of food

from harvest to scraps, as viewed through Indigenous peoples), holds critical knowledge and

practises used since time immemorial that can help combat our broken relationship with the land,

support future utilization of our food pathways and most importantly, can uplift, and provide

spaces for Indigenous governance and autonomy to occur. Through the co-existing of

knowledges, a space can be cultivated in which biocultural heritage 4 can be used as a tool for

cross-cultural collaboration, for the protection and care of our natural environment (Whyte,

2013). Here, through understanding the systems of responsibilities’ (Whyte, 2013; Cajete, 2000)

4 Biocultural heritage refers to the knowledge and practises of Indigenous peoples that are rooted in
biological resources (i.e., our natural environment, gardening, harvesting, land-management, and wild foods). It
highlights the interdependency between Indigenous peoples and the land, as well as its role in Indigenous
sovereignty and governance (International Institute for Environment and Development, n.d).  This paper, operating
through the lens of food and food-cycling practises, contains components of biocultural heritage. As my learning is
ongoing, and I unravel various understandings of Indigenous knowledge, I currently choose to use this term, as
opposed to traditional ecological knowledge (for example) to engage in an action-oriented step away from the
concept of ‘traditional’. Traditional commonly associated with ‘outdated’ ‘past’ and ‘historical’ places labels on the
knowledge and practises Indigenous people hold. This continues to situate Indigenous knowledges in the past vs.
acknowledging their fluidity and significance in present-day environment discussions. This will be further discussed
in the ‘Mapping of Indigenous Knowledge’ section.
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attached to biocultural heritage, respectful collaboration and mutual respect for cultural

worldviews can occur in environmental and food justice related movements and decisions. This

framework can encourage meaning, understanding, and co-existing vs. assimilation, integration,

and control. An uplifting of Indigenous voices and cross-cultural framework rooted in respect

and responsibility for the physical, spiritual health of Indigenous people, the environments they

depend on, and for the protection of oral histories. And most importantly, for the preservation of

generational knowledge passing, and its role in the survival of Indigenous culture for all

Indigenous youth/peoples disconnected from their culture today.

I wish to acknowledge the land, place, and time this chapter was a part of to practice

good relations towards the land I live on as a graduate student in British Columbia,5 the land I

grew up on in Sudbury and Queensville, Ontario6 and to honor the stories shared and learnt from

throughout the body of this chapter. Following in the footsteps of Indigenous scholar Max

Liboiron (Métis/Michif Woodman via Red River) and their attention towards rooting one’s work

in good relations. I acknowledge this specific land, place, time framework out of respect to the

land I continue to learn from, and its peoples who continue to fight for their land rights and

sovereignty. These food cycling practices were discovered through my own lived experiences,

personal communications (where knowledge was consented to be shared), and literature reviews

via public domain documents. They hold complex nuances towards the timeframe, space, and

6 Growing up in Northern Ontario in Sudbury Robinson Huron-Treaty Territory on the traditional territory of
the Atikameksheng Anishnawbek and in Queensville, Ontario on the traditional territories of the Mississaugas of the
Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Ojibwe, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat peoples.

5 I acknowledge the unceded and ancestral land the University of British Columbia resides on, and where I
currently live, in so-called Kitsilano Vancouver, British Columbia. These lands are the unceded traditional territories
of the xwməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil- Waututh)
peoples.
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land to which they were originally practiced (on reserve, off reserve, in urban environments, in a

colonial institution). These food cycling practices are not just ‘one-size fits all’ which transcend

the parameters of time, whether time immemorial, 1800’s, 1900’s, present-day; they have

been/can be altered as colonial and capitalist agendas, such as settler food technology

implementation, and our industrial food system continue to alter Indigenous peoples cultural

knowings, and food-related ceremonial practises (such as hunting, fishing, medicine gathering

etc.). These forms of biocultural heritage are pieces of knowledge situated in space-specific and

time-specific political, social, and environmental movements Indigenous people are a part of,

within the fight for Indigenous rights, governance, and autonomy. This is observed, for example,

in the Land Back 7movement. From the forced colonial-imposed reservation system, towards the

forced removal of Indigenous peoples off their land, this matters in the conversation of

Indigenous knowledge, survival, and the biocultural heritage noted throughout this paper. 

For land, place and time, every Indigenous community is different, has unique traditions

and has faced their own specific version of the colonial agenda. Depending on the geographic

location of a Nation, colonialism has had different impacts on the survival of Indigenous

knowledges and cultural access to it. As my learning journey continues, I hope to always

maintain the good relations of acknowledging the systemic barriers in place, and this ‘land,

place, time’, framework towards food cycling knowledge, biocultural heritage, and other

Indigenous knowledges I learn from.

While Indigenous peoples and communities may share commonalities - we are all

different. This contextualization piece is necessary to understand the deeply traumatic and

complex history and present-day colonial agendas Indigenous peoples face towards knowledge

7 Land Back is a movement that advocates to put Indigenous Land back into Indigenous hands, for lasting
Indigenous sovereignty, self-determination, and Indigenous land governance.
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preservation. In the confines of this chapter, as I learn about who I am, I will only speak to where

I can trace my ancestry to Huron-Wendat First Nation, and the North American Canadian context

as much as possible.  Where information is hard for me to find, I actively aim to avoid

pan-Indigenizing the food-cycling practises outlined, and I will try to be as specific to my

community as possible, understanding and noting the general commonalities noted.

I also wish to acknowledge the heavy utilization of public-domain documents around

Huron-Wendat teachings presented in this document through the form of books and journal

articles. Most books I could find, and a good portion of articles (from the 1800/1900’s onwards)

were written by settler-scholars. I do not wish to ignore the incredible Indigenous scholars whose

voices are present around the topics of Indigenous food sovereignty and food systems, but rather

to illustrate how damaging learning about one's culture through the voice of a settler can be.8 The

teachings, and documented knowledge is for the Indigenous communities it originates from, and

for non-Indigenous spaces, only when consented to be shared. Only the Indigenous peoples

within this community should hold autonomy over their histories for the promotion of

Indigenous governance, as well as, having the resources and accessibility to learn about their

culture barrier-free.

 I want readers to be cautious of how Indigenous voices are discussed in scholarly

papers/books written by non-Indigenous peoples. Please ask yourself: is there an assumptive

language present, or is it rooted in humility and community consent that uplifts the Indigenous

8 As this story is my own and rooted in my own positionality. I don’t wish to ignore/dismiss the incredible
allies present in academia/in communities. However, I whole-heartedly believe we need more Indigenous voices
uplifted, heard, and supported in a variety of spaces today, in ways that encourage our own governance. We still see
a disproportionate experience around Indigenous scholars, and non-Indigenous scholars in disciplines across the
network of institutions. I also do not wish to ignore the experience of the non-Indigenous allies and scholars who
partake in Indigenous research respectfully. This is more to illustrate the disproportionate experience felt by
Indigenous academics within the institution and the challenges we face.
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voices around them? For Indigenous peoples, knowledge sovereignty is one of the many ways

we keep our culture alive. As I share my story in these writings, the barriers I’ve experienced

towards accessing my own Indigenous culture are real, and specific to my experience. I hope all

readers, allies, settlers, non-Indigenous people understand that moving forward, the question

needs to become, why do I want to know Indigenous knowledge? What do I want to do with it?

And by accessing it/writing about it, am I building a barrier for a future Indigenous youth/person

to have access to it for their own cultural journey?

The Mapping of Indigenous Knowledge

As tremendous part of my cultural journey has been ongoing research and discussions

around the many categorizations of Indigenous knowledge (most specifically, in the realm of

ecology/environmental and food-related studies), and how it is understood, broken down and

implemented for Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples, to ensure its protection and culturally
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appropriate use. As Anishinaabe scholar Deborah McGregor (2004) states, “ ...despite the interest

in [traditional ecological knowledge] TEK by environmental managers, policy makers,

academics, consultants, environmentalists, and Aboriginal communities themselves, the meaning

of TEK remains both elusive and controversial” (p.77). My aim here is to introduce a baseline

understanding/meaning of environmental/ecological Indigenous knowledge to root my own

thoughts and contextualization for the protection of my own story, and those contributing to my

learnings today.

 A commonly used categorization of Indigenous knowledge is ‘traditional ecological

knowledge’ (TEK). Many Indigenous scholars who have broken down its use and

understandings, such as Potawatomi philosopher and climate/environmental justice scholar Kyle

Whyte, discuss TEK and its role in ecological knowledge as a collaborative concept, focusing

less on definitions and categorizations and more on how these different epistemologies allow for

varying approaches to environmental stewardship. In cross-cultural and cross-situational

collaboration across Indigenous and non-Indigenous institutions, “…any understanding of the

meaning of TEK is acceptable only so long as it plays the role of bringing different people

working for different institutions closer to a degree of mutual respect for one another’s sources of

knowledge. This definition of TEK means environmental scientists and policy professionals,

Indigenous and non-Indigenous, should focus more on creating long term processes that allow

for the implications of different approaches to knowledge in relation to stewardship and

management priorities to be responsibly thought through.” (2013, p.2). To me, this emphasizes a

system of responsibilities in which Indigenous ecological knowledge becomes attached to a

moral code of compassion, kindness, courage and care for one another and our natural

environment. It is not just knowledge about relations and land but a participation in
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cross-cultural collaboration for the reciprocal stewardship of the land. Other categorizations

include ‘biocultural heritage’ (International Institute for Environment and Development, n.d), the

knowledge and practices of Indigenous peoples and their biological resources that, “…is held

collectively, sustains local economies and is transmitted from one generation to the next. It

includes thousands of traditional crop and livestock varieties, medicinal plants, wild foods, and

wild crop relatives. These precious resources have been conserved, domesticated, and improved

by communities over generations — and sometimes millennia'' (para 2). This definition provides

powerful context and consideration for a movement away from the concept and language of

‘traditional’ when describing Indigenous ecological/environmental knowledge. And while the

concept of biocultural heritage still highlights various practises, crop, and food varieties, as

‘traditional’ I feel it doesn’t situate Indigenous peoples and our knowledges as a

‘traditional/historical’ entity, in which there is an embedded assumption that implies the

knowledge is outdated. Rather highlights practises that in their nature have been used

traditionally over time. Lastly, ‘native science,’ as discussed by Gregory Cajete (2000), is

described as a “...process for understanding in all aspects of Native tradition… [it deals with the]

systems of relationships and their application to the life of the community” (p. 65). An

integrative outlook involving tools that encourage meaning and understanding vs. prediction and

control, native science is the study of learning and carrying out these responsibilities (Cajete,

2000). Within this understanding we seek to learn from our natural land and facilitate its

teachings through our culture, further addressing how knowledge is not just for the individual but

can be used for collective, collaborative benefit. 
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Discussing any topic/and conversation simply by lumping it into an Indigenous

knowledge ideological category, feels vague and ignores the complexities, fast network, and

traditional specificities involved in every First Nation’s own practices. As an action-oriented step

within the scope of this cultural journey, my desire is to understand how these attached

responsibilities should be discussed, physically/spiritually used and/or desired to be used within

non-Indigenous/settler institutions. Whyte (2017) suggests avoiding the ‘supplementary value’

conversation. Meaning, if any of the mentioned practices and sacred teachings are discussed or

utilized in non-Indigenous spaces, avoid discussing as a supplemental thing i.e., we have our own

assumed dominant individual knowledges and epistemologies, but the addition of Indigenous

knowledge would be helpful/interesting. Instead, approach all sacred (consented to be shared)

teachings as a chance to uplift the Indigenous voices present, supporting Indigenous governance,

autonomy, and sovereignty first and foremost (Whyte, 2017). However, Whyte reminds us to

proceed with caution, “TEK cannot be readily transferred to different contexts unless the people

in the new context also learn the systems of responsibilities and character traits.” (Whyte, 2013,

p. 5). Do they wish to fit TEK in an already established science policy framework, or seek to

change the framework itself? Are we seeking integration for integration’s sake, or are these

responsibilities being acknowledged as a part of the integration process? By engaging in TEK as

a collaborative concept, perhaps we can avoid this integration narrative, conforming the

knowledge into pre-existing systems – and present frameworks in which Indigenous peoples

control their own knowledge first and foremost (McGregor, 2004) it is valuable on its own, not

valuable only in addition to pre-existing systems.

I aim to operate within the biocultural heritage definition, whilst confirming Whyte

(2013; 2017) and Cajete’s (2000) responsibility attachment to Indigenous knowledge,
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envisioning powerful lessons and spaces in which communities hold autonomy over their food

histories/present-day generational teachings. I believe in the power of food-cycling practices to

protect the land, and how within this model a protection of knowledge can occur. Food-cycling

practices can be used as a tool, a responsibility in which we can re-frame our industrial food

system, and create an Indigenous governance model, that encourages the collaboration and

co-existing of Indigenous knowledge(s) in these spaces. As I uncover/learn and engage in my

own culture, learning its histories and practices, I understand Indigenous knowledge as rooted in

action, a system of doing, responsibilities in which through engaging with the land and one

another, meaningful collaboration (Whyte, 2013; McGregor, 2004) and a co-existing of

knowledges can occur, we are valuable together. It requires what philosopher Stolomowski

discusses within the context of the ‘eco-person’, “...one who perceives those lasting solutions

cannot be instant solutions. The first step in the work is one of inner reconstruction, so that we

achieve some balance, some harmony within, some clarity of vision, the sense of our place in the

larger universe; that we acquire in short, wisdom” (Skowlimowsei, p. 137, as cited in Cajete,

2000). Personally, I find great rooting in Deborah McGregor’s (2004) ‘Two Row Wampum'

ideological framework to accomplish this. The Two Row Wampum and its model of co-existence

is “…founded on the belief that having separate worldviews is not necessarily an undesirable

thing, and that developing a framework that would respect different worldviews would be an

appropriate approach to take (McGregor, 2004, p. 86). This values both systems, where, for

Indigenous peoples, their cultural survival becomes assured, protected, and legitimized, their role

in environmental leadership is recognized (McGregor, 2004). “This is a long-term, mutually

beneficial relationship, where each side respects the other's worldview and their right to live

accordingly” (McGregor, 2002, p.9). The Two Row Wampum serves as a historical and present
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teaching of what coexisting looks like, and how two existing belief systems (Indigenous and the

many cultures present in this cross-cultural, diverse world) are a strength and not a disservice.

This approach also illustrates how this model of governance will serve Indigenous communities

more strongly than present integration and assimilation models that currently do not aim to

practise/understand the responsibility attachment to the Indigenous knowledge(s) desired to be

used. I encourage the reader to follow along with me, and the Two Row Wampum, rooting one's

feet, encourage all questions that arise, as we walk at the same time and space through these

words. For my community, and my journey, this is me, the berries, my relations, as they wait

there patiently, as a gentle teacher, waiting for me to learn. 

kneeling down 
bare kneed on the front porch 

lines dug into the crevice of my skin. 

It smells like sickly sweet strawberry air
as the August heat turns their insides to jam. 

I turn my ear to the South
cicadas. 

schools in session 9

Seed Burier, Berry Picker

9 Grant, A. (2021b). schools in session.
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Growing up there were certain truths I held towards the world: 1. never take more food

than you can eat, 2. the strawberries are our friends and 3. listen to the land and you will know. I

carried an interconnected worldview rooted within an Indigenous axiology of relational

accountability towards the Earth (Wilson, 2004). Of course, as a child, I did not think of it as an

axiology or in philosophical, Western-based, categorical measures. These were special

generational teachings and observations held by a little girl who had a backyard full of berries

who had nothing else to do but listen intently to her musings. As a mixed German/Irish and

woman, my worldview has led to practises that involve considerations towards the food that I

consume, and the food that I ‘waste’. However, as I transitioned to urban life, I found it difficult

to protect my food and began disposing of it in a way that did not show equal care towards the

environment. As I began my personal research around Indigenous food knowledge and

Indigenous food sovereignty, I began to learn how unique every Indigenous community’s

traditional knowledge is, and the ways it connected to my own ancestry. Personally, my

childhood experiences have illuminated as an adult, the distinct role that our Indigenous beliefs,

ideologies and worldviews have in shaping our relationship to the natural environment, plants

and the living creatures residing here with us. And ultimately, how losing the berries as our

friends, has resulted in a distorted relationship with the land, its careful stewardship and ultimate

protection.

we are here now.
I come to you learning.
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wrapping every inch of my vertebrae around every stalk of corn,
sisters, I am here now. 

standing tall

you see, 

you tried to bury me,  

but

me?

the little girl who had berries for friends,

berry picker.

well,

I’ve been swallowing seeds my whole life,

pickin’ em right outta my teeth.

And burying em
right back
into the
ground.

and hell,
I’m sprouting right back up

into the sun 10

Over the last several decades, major changes have occurred to food systems in the Global

North (Vermeulen et al., 2012). Here, a major keystone has been reliance on agricultural

technology and its impact on shaping our foodways and present-day industrial food system. This

includes global trade, connectivity, efficiency, consumerism and the utilization of

10 Grant, A. (2021c). seed picker.
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agro-technology shown through machinery and fertilizer/pesticide influx (Stuart & Woroosz,

2013). As global populations grow, the demand for continual growth becomes an expected

trajectory stemming from commodified capitalism, intensifying the pressure for mass-produced

food and the infrastructure to support it. Within the North American context, this has allowed for

trade of products globally and a market demand where middle- and high-income communities

have access to a variety of foods, whereas marginalized communities—those situated in a food

apartheid (Sbicca, 2012) and of lower/middle incomes—do not experience this food system or

have access to food in the same way (Holt-Giménez, 2011). Through recognition of these

inequalities, several ‘food-related’ issues have emerged, including newer discussions around

‘food waste’ (Evans et al., 2012). Such discourse on food waste emerged as a sub-category of

‘food security’, beginning in the 1950s as food production was dramatically increasing, due to

increased efficiency within our food chains, yet many communities still did not have access to

food and were relying on food banks and relief efforts (Evans et al., 2012). As this issue began

dwindling (although never fully solved), the discourse shifted to ‘why is there so much food

leftover?’ to ‘why is there so much waste?’ (Evans et al., 2012). As ‘food waste’ has become an

important topic in the Global North, public outcry and demands for Non-Governmental

Organizations (NGOs) and federal/provincial governments to address the issues of the unused,

unwanted, and leftover food has increased.

Despite decades of colonial violence and the disproportionate experience Indigenous

peoples continue to face in the realm of food sovereignty and food security, we continue to

protect and advocate for the rights of our interspecies relatives on this land. Most, if not all,

Indigenous oral traditions convey teachings regarding food handling that are carried out with

respect for our food relatives and deserve a space (if consent is given) to be shared. Does ‘waste’
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exist in the Huron-Wendat language? What food-cycling practises (documented and consented to

be shared) from time immemorial to present-day exist? If we for a moment considered taking

waste out of the human dictionary, would this change our behaviours towards how we treated

unused, underutilized, and leftover foods?

Language, a main tool of cultural revitalization, and the portal to which humans

understand our relations to one another and the land, holds heavy importance as a decolonizing

tool. Present settler/colonial language and understandings around food and food ‘waste’

commonly, do not recognize the responsibilities attached to their Indigenous teachings, nor their

relationship to humans. Within the Indigenous axiology of relationality11, food becomes much

more than something to be wasted, and is not viewed as unwanted. Our food has agency within

itself, the ‘soul’ is incredibly important to Wendat culture, “Almost everything [has] a soul –

people, animals, plants and even rocks. Even something one may consider inanimate, for

example a rock, deserves offerings and respect (Handley-Cousins, 2017, 9:28). To me, it seems

backwards then, to even consider ‘waste’ or any other term insinuating a lack of animacy and

soul when describing my interest in food systems. Therefore, as discussed earlier, the term ‘food

cycling’ will be used instead of ‘food waste’ when discussing food practises in this chapter.

Here, taking inspiration from Potawatomi scientist/scholar Robin W. Kimmerer, and her

discussion around the language of animacy 12(2013) food ‘cycling’ more strongly encompasses

12 Kimmerer in her book Braiding Sweetgrass (2013) discusses the grammar of animacy, and the boundaries
within the language. Encouraging the grammar of animacy to describe the life force behind our land and its
inhabitants, illustrating the unseen energies which animate our natural world.

11 Through the teachings of Cree scholar Sean Wilson (Wilson, 2008) axiology is in reference to what we
attribute value towards. Relational thinking or ‘relationality’ underpins the axiology used within this paper. This
decolonizing Indigenous methodology refers to the ideas of ‘connectedness’ between humans-animals, and therefore
exhibiting mutual reciprocity and respect towards their use for consumption. Notable disclaimer, while for myself,
and other Indigenous academics, where relationality is used and discussed, I want to avoid any suggestion that
implies every Indigenous person practises this axiology. Rather, it is central to my life, my teachings, and lessons
I’ve obtained and makes up the basis of my worldview today.
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this verb-based system of responsibility attached to our relationship with animals, plants, and

medicines for consumption. Within this understanding, food cycling can be thought of as a

sacred life cycle, a circular food system in which full utilization of the food product is

considered, and where chosen certain parts are eaten, and those uneaten are placed back into the

land or repurposed with thoughtful and careful considerations. Language plays a big role in

either contributing to the colonial agenda, or as an anti-colonial tool as we engage in language

that promotes Indigenous culture revitalization and Indigenous governance.

Wendat kwatatiahtah!

Huron-Wendat First Nation: Nionwentsïo & Sacred Circle

The Wendat13 peoples (‘Huron’ an imposed name given by the French), was a

confederacy, made up of smaller tribes, in various locations around so-called Ontario (Seeman,

2011). These tribes consist of the Bear People, the Rock People, the Deer People, and the

Cord-making people. Huron-Wendat Nation states,

“The Huron-Wendat Nation has approximately 4,000 members and almost all of them are

French-speaking, which makes it the only francophone community in the Iroquoian linguistic

family. Almost all of the Huron-Wendat members reside in Wendake, the only Huron-Wendat

reserve in Canada. According to the Huron-Wendat oral tradition, the customary territory of the

13 One of the biggest learning hurdles, growing up outside culture, has been the proper naming of things.
Which is quite interesting considering the colonial structures around language? A necessity to place
things/descriptions of our natural environment into a box, associating names and spaces with somewhat rigidness. I
perhaps, do not fully understand why I place a ‘proper’ naming burden onto myself. I believe, an associated fear
present from wanting to ensure I name where I come from correctly, out of respect. For Huron-Wendat, as the
‘Huron’ wasn’t a self-given name, it seems Wendat peoples most appropriate, however Huron-Wendat is still
commonly used.
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Huron-Wendat Nation, the Nionwentsïo, which means “our magnificent land” in the

Huron-Wendat language, lies along the north and south shores of the St. Lawrence River,

between the Saint-Maurice River and the Saguenay River. This is very special territory for the

Huron-Wendat

and is described as an exceptional hunting and fishing area, a major travel axis, as well as a

centre of trade and diplomatic relationships, full of abundant resources and infinite wealth. The

members of our Nation have lived and moved about there since time immemorial. The St.

Lawrence River, the Great River according to the Huron-Wendat oral tradition, which is situated

at the very core of the Nionwentsïo, is the highway used by the Huron-Wendat since time

immemorial to reach the territories where they traditionally practised and continue to practise

their traditional activities of hunting, fishing, and trade. The Great River thus occupies a central

place in the identity and culture of our Nation, who is its guardian and protector.”

(Huron-Wendat Nation, 2016, p.4)

Beginning to embody and learn the teachings from my community and its practises, I find

great rooting in Wendat community member George Sioui (1999) and his book ‘Huron-Wendat:

The Heritage of the Circle’. Here, Sioui illuminates that our ontology should be one of a sacred

circle of relationships with all beings on Earth, participating in an interwoven kinship, in which

we either acknowledge our role together as one within the circle, or the circle itself is forgotten

along with the network of kinship it holds (Sioui, 1999). Is there an acknowledgment of the

reciprocal relationship humans and non-humans have, or is it dismissed and a hierarchy of being

evolves? “The sacred circle of life, in which the place of humans is equal to that of the other

creatures, albeit marked by a special responsibility, is divided into four quarters […] when they
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have covered the entire circle, they speak the words "all my relations," thus acknowledging the

relationship between all beings in the universe and their common vision of peace (Sioui, 1999, p.

210). Continuing the consideration of language, I humbly observe great similarities in the

meaning and work of the sacred circle, and the notion of food ‘cycling’. For with food (animals,

plants, medicine) we are all in a circle together, engaging in a reciprocal relationship, and the

treatment of our food (plants, animals, medicine) is done so in a way that we acknowledge its

full life cycle.

I humbly follow in the footsteps of my Indigenous community & mentors, my settler

friends and community, my family and the land that surrounds me. Slowly, but surely, placing

my paw inside theirs, in whatever direction they lead. I follow these teachings of food practises,

being led by the land, allowing for a co-existing of knowledge(s) in the multidimensional

worldview in which I find myself. Engaging in research around our food systems, promoting an

Indigenous food sovereignty, Indigenous food governance model, in hopes of learning about

culture and my passion for an Indigenous food system movement in the Canadian context. For

my own frameworks of understanding my Wendat heartbeat and understanding the food cycling

practises/ceremony and culture, I root myself in Greg Siou’s ‘Sacred Circle’ ontology and my

own big-paw, little-paw framework to honour my community, how I view the world around me,

the berries, and my relation to them.
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fresh snow hit the ground.
I pretend I know where all the bears are hibernating in the woods behind gramma’s house.

all my berry friends went to sleep for the winter.
don’t step where they grow.

gramma’s voice in my head.

I don’t remember the way back to the trail,
see my dog, mac running full speed ahead.

I put my feet right in his paw print.

big paw in little paw.
I follow.

crunch.

no one would even know I was here14

The Animal Life Cycle: Relational Teachings and Practises

Only then the nests are set out, the weirs are put in place, and the harvest begins.
Everyone has a task. An elder counsels the young one with a spear, “take only what you need

14 Grant, A. (2021d). big paw, little paw.
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and let the rest go by and the fish will last forever”. When the drying racks are full with winter
food, they simply stop fishing (Kimmerer, 2013, p. 243).

Animal centred practises, such as hunting, fishing, drying, smoking, and additional

ceremonial practises are very time-specific, land-specific, and complex. Mirroring the changing

Indigenous food practises over time, are in-place, generational systemic barriers that exist today

around hunting and fishing rights on Indigenous lands, and the devastations of climate change

altering the natural environment. For the Huron-Wendat community residing in Northern and

Southern Ontario, fishing, and land-based hunting supplement the agricultural community, as

will be discussed below. However, in present day, as these animal populations decline due to

commercial hunting and over-fishing, various Indigenous communities in Ontario have had to

alter their hunting patterns and issue visitor licenses to halt non-Indigenous people from hunting

moose and deer on their land (White, 2017). Historically noted, “The hunting of white-tailed

deer (Odocoileus  virginianus)  and  wapiti  (Cervus  canadensis)  by  the  site  inhabitants  for

hides,  meat,  and  bone  for  making  tools,  therefore,  must  have  been  one  of  the  most

important  economic considerations and planned seasonal activities” (Birch & Williamson, 2014,

p. 169). Here, the animal is fully utilized, including its brains, liver, pancreas. Food parts are

prepared via boiling, roasting and drying techniques (Waugh, 1916) and the reserved water from

the cooking process is used as broth for soups. Leftover fat and/or tallow from the animals (deer,

bear etc.) can be kept for and used as medicine (Waugh, 1916). Here, material clothing

(moccasins, packaging etc.), rattles, and other instruments are made from skin and fur, overall

providing humans with food, clothes, shelter, and direction.
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Fish, such as trout, historically and in present-day, are caught and cooked, which includes

smoking and preservation techniques (Sainte-Marie among the Huron, n.d). Bone burial (and

other utilizations of the fish bone) in ceremony is practised (Waugh, 1916). Here, remaining

bones are placed back into the river/ocean/land, for reciprocity and cyclical teachings, which

presently are being connected to a plethora of positive environmental benefits within the

academic and quantitative research sphere. For example, a research study done in Washington

State, USA has shown that the addition of salmon carcasses (bones and leftovers) to rivers

positively correlates to stream productivity and nutrient levels (Claeson, et al., 2006). This life

cycle practise concludes the utilization of the fish in its entirety with future fishing and

harvesting decided based on the number of salmon that return for the protection of salmon

conservation and wellbeing. As well, this is exemplified in death, as salmon continue to act as

sustenance for other creatures, with their physical decomposition providing positive

environmental benefits to the land (Gende et al., 2007).

Overall Indigenous ontological practises share unique and distinct life cycle handling

practises, such as whole utilization of the animal, repurposing of bones, organs, and hide, to the

careful placement of leftover pieces for decomposition. Each of these practices are centered

around an ontology in which animals are viewed as spiritual beings with whom humans are

engaging in a non-hierarchal interconnected relationship, learning from one another, and

showing mutual reciprocity and responsibility (Kirk, 1986). Every decision is meticulous and

made with careful reason rooted in each specific communities’ traditions and oral generational

histories/stories, showcasing, “…a long-term relationship of reciprocal exchange between

animals and the humans who hunt them.” (Nadasdy, 2007, p. 26). Presently, these techniques and
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cycling practises (smoking, drying of meat and flesh of fish, bone, and skin re-cycling) are in the

process of revitalization and while colonial enforcing has made it so that many Indigenous

communities have lost their sacred knowledge and histories’, food cultural revitalization fights

onwards. While these food practises are not accessibly taught or supported within the Western

education system outside of Indigenous education departments, Western education paradigms

can be shifted to include Indigenous hunting and gathering knowledge as we continue to

dismantle the extractive human-animal relationship today.

she often found herself hiding between the house and entrance to the forest.
strawberry plants its fearless guardian, create a makeshift fence

as if to say
only select few are welcome here.

you see,
she wasn't trying to intrude,

she thought this was a good place to hide.
tried picking the seeds out of her strawberry plants

ended up turning it to jam.
“I always push too hard.”15

15 Grant, A. (2021e). I always push too hard.
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lost.
she ran backwards to the pond.

hands sticky
remnants of the life she took,

she tries rinsing her hands in the cool water.
sunlight reflecting off the corner of her cheekbones.

sticky
sweet

red memories floating away with the reflection.
she licks the rest off her hand

“you know you are what you eat.”
beaver popped his head up above the dam.

“well I’m just trying to be sweeter.”

bittersweet.
that lesson was. 16

Ya’nienhonhndeh: listen’ real good, they’ll tell you.

Strawberries first shaped my view of a world full of gifts simply scattered at your feet. A
gift comes to you through no action of your own, free, having moved toward you without
your beckoning. It is not a reward; you cannot earn it, or call it to you, or even deserve it.
And yet it appears (Kimmerer, 2013, p. 24).

For many Indigenous societies, place is of utmost importance to shaping tribal stories and

identities. While animals fill a certain need, the rest of nutrition and sustenance is often gathered

in nature by hand. Considering the geographical location of the Huron-Wendat, a notable

agricultural practise is exemplified through the creation story of the Three Sisters17, a polyculture

farming technique involving the intercropping of corn, beans, and squash (Stevens, 2017). This

included land-specific irrigation techniques and practises that ensure the survival of these

17 ahšęhk atiaˀtayeh yǫˀteˀyęˀąhą

16 Grant, A. (2021f). bittersweet.
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agricultural crops. Here all seeds are planted within the same mound where, “…corn provides

tall stalks for the beans to climb so that they are not out-competed by sprawling squash vines.

Beans provide nitrogen to fertilize the soil… The large leaves of squash plants shade the ground

which helps retain soil moisture and prevent weeds” (Kruse-Peeples, 2016, para. 3).

The planting of the Three Sisters showcases two things regarding food cycling. Firstly,

through current domestic forms of gardening and planting, we engage in assumptions towards

our physically constructed environment that a human-made space will work for the plant

(Landon, 2008). Secondly, it shows us a less wasteful and more relational practise of growing

food. Present day literature speaks to the practise of intercropping as less susceptible to pests,

meaning there is less need for pesticide and fertilizer use and less need to use water (Crews et al.,

2018). While this does not speak to the physical food wasted, it speaks to additional forms of

waste within the food system, such as water waste, and the associated negative impacts. Through

these Polyculture practises and through the gathering and knowledge of plants as medicine, helps

us utilize our plants, and food for consumption for the better, through this formed relationship.

These practices help us re-frame our mindsets from plants and foodstuffs as singular use objects

to multi-use life forms of medicinal healing in waste prevention.

In contrast, within forms of monoculture (growing one crop at a time) there is heavy

reliance on technology inputs, such as machinery, labour, and fertilizer usage (Simic et al., 2013).

Due to single cropping, there is diminished engagement with traditional skills surrounding the

gathering and growing of crops. The planting of the Three Sisters showcases lessons of

reciprocity and relationship in growing food and how through this relational lens, we indirectly

contribute to food cycling practises that are less wasteful towards the land. Current cropping

methods can strip the emotional connection to crops, as a single focus on yield can translate into
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a loss of the relational values and reciprocal exchange associated with food. Without meaning

these crops/plants and foods are more easily accessible to be wasted and produced for mass

consumption as a commodity.

Maize, (corn) historically made-up half of the Wendat diet (Parker, 1910) and in

present-day is still a food product held in high ceremonial regard and is incorporated in many

dishes. Historically, a planting of corn has been documented in community, as planted “when the

blossoms of the juneberry appear” (Waugh, 1916, p. 31). A small, but notable sign of learning

and observing of the land dictating when is appropriate to grow, while in large-scale industrial

agriculture this may seem small, it notes behavioural shifts, a time in which one observed and

listened to the land as teacher vs. telling the land how it will be used.

robin18 sits on the birdfeeder
stares right at me.

my nose pressed up on the screen door
saltine cracker crumbs sticking to my sweater

turn around
grandmas gone

tried catching the robin with my bare hands

I always wanted a bird as a best friend,

maybe if it felt my pulse
Id’ know,

you are safe with me19

19 Grant, A. (2022a). robin compass.

18 Inspired by the stories collected by Waugh (1916) in Iroquois Foods and Food Preparation, the robin
was observed by community members as always facing in the way from which rain will come. If we simply looked
around, perhaps we would see the ways in which the land, and all its inhabitants, every day, try to speak to us.
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Corn was/is a heavily utilized multipurpose crop, with the leaves/husks used for

mat-making, basket weaving, and leftover (dropped, un-eaten) corn used for seeds in the next

crop cycle. There are many recipes including corn (these will be discussed below) that are

broken down into cycles of ripeness for the crop from corn breads to varieties of soups. For

example, ‘Early Bread’ (Waugh, 1916) is a recipe that creates a bread in which ‘newly-ripened’

and ‘undried’ corn is used and made into a paste as the basis for the baked bread.

Eating for individual needs and desires, and neglecting the life cycle of plants as worthy,

continues to fuel the perception that plants, and what we consume for food, are waste. This

notion contributes to a non-relational outlook of the land. Through understanding their multi-use

life cycle, eating foods based on what the land offers, and using our foods in ways that take their

life cycle stages into consideration (i.e., ripe, un-ripe) we are less wasteful, and showcase mutual

respect to the land for which the plant was gifted. We acknowledge that our foodstuffs aren’t

one-purpose foods, they have an entire life cycle consisting of different stages, that deserves to

be honoured through full usage and/or consumption.

Sharing of ‘Recipes’: Purposeful intention towards the life cycle.

The following recipes highlight various understandings, languages and the utilizations of

food that showcases a food cycle approach. While the word ‘recipe’ is used here, this is a term

I’m currently grappling with within the concept of food and knowledge sharing. Recipes feel

quite structural, containing certain requirements at times (measurements, specific amounts etc.).

Finding a word that better embodies the shared knowledge around food discussed within ways of
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feasting and food preparation, for example, the smoking and drying of fish, and/or the drying of

seaweed or meat, could perhaps better encompass this relationality to our foods. For now,

employing a critical lens to the use of recipe and the recipes gathered below, we can learn of a

kind of shared knowledge surrounding food, and the utilization of foodstuffs that are commonly

considered ‘waste’ or ‘unworthy’ for common consumption.

From the drying of proteins, burying of bones, re-utilizations of plant leaves and stems, to

the acknowledgment of unripe - to ripe recipe distinctions, these recipes generationally hold

power towards culture revitalization, and are invaluable for Indigenous peoples raised outside

their own culture, who aim to seek a relationship to their own culture through food. A notable

theme within these recipes, observed throughout the literature, is there was always a recipe that

called attention to the various life stages of the food being used. Whether pumpkin, corn, squash
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or various other crops, there is a recipe for its early life stage (not ripe) or peak life stage (ripe).

This is not uncommon in the food waste movement rooted in our industrial food system and local

farm to table movements, however this is commonly discussed around a ‘utilization of our

leftovers’ ‘how to re-purpose your leftover foods!’. I’m highlighting a mindset in which the food

is not left over, but rather viewed intentionally purposeful. This is not to suggest that these

recipes, and food-cycling practises weren’t created out of an observation made around the

communities’ leftover foods, noting an aspect of survival in the quantity of accessed foods. But

there is an intentional aspect of respect built out of relationality and respect for the land as a

giver, teacher, and provider.

Food isn’t complacent.  It is an active agent, a teacher, a friend, food is a catalyst for

Indigenous peoples to learn about their culture. While these recipes and outlined food-cycling

practises may not be practised in present-day by every Huron-Wendat person, Indigenous, and

non-Indigenous families still do continue to practise these ways, when accessible and the

knowledge has been protected to do so. However, for many urban Indigenous peoples, and those

outside culture, these recipes, food-cycling and ceremonial practises may not be interwoven to

their ideas of food or their identity. These practises and recipes outlined are not the only

practises/recipes known by every Huron-Wendat person. For urban Indigenous peoples

self-identifying/identifying as Indigenous their voice around what is authentically, traditional,

ceremonial, and has been passed down generationally to them, may not be what is depicted in

these stories - we all hold our own heartbeat, and unique journey towards culture.
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The Land Reminds: courage my love.

She found herself back in the woods once again, its fearless protector, friend. Seeking
permission from the strawberry guardians, tired from trying to figure out everything at

once. Tired from running, popping blueberries between her fingertips.

Gramma said not to take so many at once, slow down. Calluses on her hands, little
mountains on each knuckle, reminiscent of every hurtle she’s faced in her life. Running

down to the river, choking on air, climbed on top of the highest rock, “I can feel
something here.”

Arms out, chest puffed pretended to be a chickadee bird, thought about flying. Shoving
pebbles into the corner of her cheeks, “chickadee deee deee deee”. Nothing echoed back.
Frustrated she hops back to grammas house, blueberry pie wafting through the wind, it

carries her feet there.

See? I will hold you up.

Shoveling in spoonful of pie, bite, after bite. Hot blueberries bursting in her mouth, she
placed her feet down firmly underneath her grammas’ table, roots wrapping around every
vertebra, clicking her bones into place. “Why do you feel the need to run child? You got
everything you need here.” And gramma was right, one piece of blueberry pie, glass of

milk, deep breath, listening to the wind howl, it was all she needed to hear. 20

Current food ‘waste’ literature and knowledge continue to present our waste crises as

emergent (Abeliotis et al., 2015; Venkat, 2011) by showcasing food waste and waste

management within households to be associated with high greenhouse gas emissions from

improper household composting structure. Or continues to present the issue of ‘food waste’

within the discourse of education and economic paradigms, relating the issue of household food

waste in dollars lost (Parizeau at al., 2015). However, this all fails to address the role Indigenous

knowledges and biocultural heritage can have as a collaborative tool within the mending of our

food systems and waste sector, and the significance this collaboration may have for Indigenous

20 Grant, A. (2021g). all she needed to do was listen to the wind.
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governance. Furthermore, maintains the narrative around our food as an entity separate from

relationality and its careful stewardship and supports an ongoing mistreatment of our food

system in a way that continues to participate in the integration and assimilation of Indigenous

knowledge, vs. a co-existing model. Most critically, there poses a serious threat of any

meaningful steps forward, if continued advocacy efforts by the many Indigenous peoples across

so-called Canada are dismissed and ignored. As land stewards, Indigenous activists are

advocating for rebuilding broken Indigenous food systems with place-based, relational

knowledge that addresses the complexities of food inequality, reminding us to reconnect and

learn a valuable lesson from the land: if to mend what has been broken requires shared,

consented, knowledge from Indigenous peoples, non-Indigenous peoples must ensure this

knowledge is protected, and serves the communities from where it originates. You must give back

in return. The fight for legal rights to access and practise culture on the land where this

production of food cycling knowledge originates, and has been shared for generations, can only

continue if spaces of reciprocity and collaboration can be created between Indigenous and

non-Indigenous peoples. These spaces of reciprocity are particularly important when asking for

Indigenous people’s assistance and embarking on Indigenous centered research. Only then, can

Indigenous ways of handling food be implemented into everyday food use practices such that

Indigenous Nations and non-Indigenous communities can begin to witness true change. We can

take lessons on how to best root our contrasting worlds, puffing out our chests courageously,

though ultimately, work when it involves humans must be flexible. Fully engaging in Indigenous

knowledges is not linear. It cannot be as simple as changing the way you see the world one day.

It requires what Fletcher (2017) and Scharper (2013) suggest is ‘structural uprooting’ in which

we don’t embrace this knowledge and then continue to tend to the current capitalist structures we
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are working within (Cajete & Pueblo, 2010), but engage in the system of responsibilities’

attached to the use of biocultural heritage (Whyte, 2013; Cajete, 2000; McGregor, 2004) in the

conversation of land stewardship today. There is no room for relationality, or listening to the land

in capitalist, objectivist, and economic based structures, nor are there rooted capabilities for

understanding the strawberry as a gift-giver, or the berries as our friends. Moving away from

Indigenous knowledge as a cultural construction into literal and metaphorical truths (Nadasdy,

2007) and ensuring these teachings and forms of sacred knowledge synonymously serve the

Indigenous communities whom the knowledge originates from are broad steps towards moving

forward.

As an urban Indigenous person, learning about my Huron-Wendat culture has illuminated

how cultural revitalization is a barrier-filled process for those learning their culture away from

their ancestral lands. While the land has provided me with the teachings I presented in the poetry

and storytelling woven throughout this paper, I resided in urban environments for most of my

adult-life. This process dominantly contained computer screens and googling, reading

anthropological journal articles written by settler/non-Indigenous peoples telling me and teaching

me about my own ancestry. It feels at times non-relational, disconnected and filled with synthetic

light. If there is any constant teaching, I have held from my journey up until now, it is that the

land reminds me every day of the breath work of who I am, where the diverse community of

urban Indigenous peoples I call friends/family, stay connected in our heartbeat of discovery.

Indigenous peoples in urban spaces do not need to feel confined by these concrete jungles; we

can feel liberated by the increase of Indigenous scholars, academics, and the ways our

Indigenous voices are being uplifted today. It is to these communities, and to the many
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Indigenous scholars, cyber-teachers, I give many thanks. Thank you for sharing your thoughts

and stories in a public sphere, so that I can learn miles away from my home.

The many complexities of learning culture are nuanced by human emotion, and the

generational traumas of colonialism. It is not waking up one day and deciding to practise culture.

For me, it was growing up confused about your ethnicity, checking the First Nation box on

hospital forms, and summer camp registration forms. It is attending university Indigenous

education classes praying for validation. It is tracing your ancestry through colonial enforced

reserve systems, missing paperwork, and mismatched ideas of where you even belong.

Mohawk?
Iroquois?

Huron-Wendat?

Ultimately, it is a winding road of unanswered questions, wrong turns, and the wind
filling your lungs with the confidence to ask questions and be confident in your gained
knowledge.

It is a picking up of courage.

courage, my love.

To any Indigenous youth or person feeling isolated from community, feeling as though
they are learning culture alone.

you are courageous.

and you are right where you need to be.

trust me,

the berries told me so.21

21 Grant, A. (2022b). the berries told me so.
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